
4 This chapter explores the concept of bridge leadership within the
context of student activism and student activist leadership on college
campuses. This work seeks to uncover certain types of leadership
that can often be rendered invisible in social movement spaces.
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Activism in schools and on college campuses is a phenomenon that predates
many other aspects of student life. Student activists on college campuses
have created a new wave of advocacy in college and university environ-
ments. Their engagement with activism on campus has the potential to
produce positive outcomes for campus politics, experiences, and student
development (Barnhardt, 2016). While conceptual and empirical work has
explored leadership within the context of activist spaces (Kezar, 2010),
limited research explores the complexity of leadership within those spaces,
given that different strategies are necessary for leadership development of a
racially diverse body of students (Kezar & Moriarty, 2000).

The purpose of this chapter is to explore leadership within activism
grounded in Black women’s ways of knowing, particularly from a historical
context. We offer narratives from our personal experiences with the
educational environment juxtaposed against the concept of bridge
leadership (Robnett, 1997). Bridge leadership makes explicit certain roles
Black women and other marginalized people sometimes fill(ed) in social
movements, and how those roles have not always been centered or visible
within activism discourse. Highlighting bridge leadership is one way to
illuminate how historians and historical accounts often render nonhier-
archical and more supportive roles nonexistent through their framing
of activist leadership. Further, bridge leadership serves as a possibility
model for engaging leadership in activist spaces, in contemporary contexts.
We conclude the chapter with a discussion of implications of bridge
leadership toward urging educators to be more intentional about noticing
and recognizing various leadership manifestations. Furthermore, we
encourage educators to consider the ways they might engage in the praxis
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of bridge leadership to support students and the causes for which they
advocate.

Higher Education Activism Through the Years

Scholars have traced activism and resistance in higher education to as early
as the thirteenth century, where students in Europe began to form coali-
tions against the power of the faculty (Boren, 2001). However, two of the
most prominent eras of activism on college campuses in the United States
occurred in the 1930s and the1960s (Braungart & Braungart, 1990). In the
1930s, although the Great Depression plagued the United States, that was
not the focus of the work of activists. Instead, activists focused their efforts
on protesting fascism and involvement in international warfare (Cohen,
2013), which would later become World War II. Furthermore, the 1930s
laid the foundation for how student activism would manifest in the 1960s
and beyond (Cohen, 2013).

One well-known period of student activism (the 1960s) erupted in rela-
tionship to the larger civil rights movement in the United States (Altbach &
Cohen, 1990). The student movement of the 1960s was an after-effect of the
conservative and oppressive wave of the 1950s and focused on three broad
categories: freedom of speech, civil rights principles, and antiwar action
(Braungart & Braungart, 1990).

Recent iterations of student activism manifest in diverse ways; col-
lege students deliberately engage in the causes that are important to
them, including the dismantling of sweatshops, advocating free and fair
trade, human trafficking, and immigration reform (Maule, 2014; Wilson &
Curnow, 2013). A renewal of identity-based activism has swept through the
country and on college campuses, with student concerns centering on sex-
ual assault, college affordability, racial justice, LGBT justice, and women’s
justice (Dickler, 2016; Linder, Lacy, Myers, & Riggle, 2016; Renn, 2007;
Rhoads, 2016). Finally, although most research and literature examine stu-
dent activism as public and more visible displays of advocacy (marches,
protests, and sit-ins), it is important to note that not all students engage
in activism, although many do engage in resistance, which are two dif-
ferent but often conflated terms (Stewart & Williams, in press). Resis-
tance includes many types of action (showing up, breaking policy, violence)
often rendered invisible in social movement discourse (Stewart & Williams,
in press).

Bridge Leadership

Bridge leadership is a term coined to name the role that Black women
filled during the civil rights struggle in the United States. According to
Robnett (1997), women were more than just organizers within the civil
rights movement, they were leaders; however, their status as women often
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meant they were excluded from “traditional” or formal leadership spaces
by the men they worked alongside (McGuire, 2010; Robnett, 1997). More
specifically, within racially minoritized spaces, Black women’s voices were
often relegated to the margins even though their labor was not (McGuire,
2010; Robnett, 1997). Bridge leadership was a specific role assumed by
Black women and their work resulted in a dynamic grassroots force, one
that created and sustained many civil rights efforts and causes (e.g., the
Montgomery bus boycott; McGuire, 2010). Black women’s labor was the
true catalyst for mobilization; laid the groundwork for the entire civil rights
movement; and solidified this informal tier of leadership as its own powerful
designation.

Robnett (1997) posits that bridge leaders possess ten characteristics:

• People become bridge leaders not because they lack leadership experi-
ence, but rather because of a social construct of exclusion.

• Bridge leaders sometimes initiate organizations, do the groundwork, and
when this is true, are more visible before an organization is formalized.

• Bridge leaders operate in the movement’s free spaces, thus making con-
nections that cannot be made by formal leaders.

• Bridge leaders employ a one-on-one interactive style of leadership for
mobilization and recruitment.

• Bridge leaders have greater leadership mobility in nonhierarchical struc-
tures and institutions.

• Bridge leaders act as a movement organization’s formal leadership during
moments of crisis, often catapulted by spontaneous and emotional events.

• Bridge leaders are more closely bound to the wishes and desires of the
constituency because, unlike formal leaders, they do not need legitimacy
with the state.

• Bridge leaders tend to advocate for more radical or nontraditional tactics
and strategies because, unlike formal leaders, they do not need legitimacy
with the state.

• Bridge leaders can hold a formal leadership position in a social move-
ment organization but be considered outside the circle of formal leaders
within the social movement sector (or among all of the movement orga-
nizations).

• Bridge leaders may be formal leaders at the local level, but within move-
ment organizations or within the movement sector, they are excluded
from the primary formal leadership tier (p. 20).

We offer these characteristics because we intend to illustrate a picture
that goes beyond leadership that tends to be centered around who is the
“face” or most visible within an activist movement or moment. We aim to
situate an understanding that students, too, have individuals in their move-
ments (or outside of them) that might be serving in a bridge leadership
role. There may be ways that educators and researchers can support bridge
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leaders, and further, there may be opportunities for educators to stand in
and support students’ causes as a bridge themselves.

While the bridge leadership concept is grounded in the experiences
of Black women specifically, Bridge Leadership is important because indi-
viduals who historically operated in this role often included those who
lacked formal or college education, gay people, and nonministers (Robnett,
1997); in essence any person who did not fit Martin Luther King Jr’s (MLK)
archetype. MLK fits all of the desired categories as part of the civil rights
movement effort—he was formally and traditionally educated, heterosexual
and married, “well-spoken,” and a minister (McGuire, 2010). One of the
many strategies of the civil rights movement was to center people that were
the least problematic, that fit no stereotypes about the Black race, and people
who could be the most palatable to whiteness (Alder, 2009; McGuire, 2010).
This idea was also illustrated through the erasure of Claudette Colvin’s story,
as she was arrested before Rosa Parks for refusing to give up her seat on
the bus in Montgomery, Alabama (Alder, 2009; McGuire, 2010). Although
Colvin was physically brutalized and humiliated in a different way than
Rosa Parks, she was also viewed as too dark, too young, and became preg-
nant (and she was unmarried), and as such, movement leaders believed she
was an inappropriate symbol to champion the bus boycott cause (Alder,
2009; McGuire, 2010).

Colvin’s story is important because it reminds scholars and educators
to consider the ways in which hierarchies are reproduced, including within
minoritized social movement spaces, and challenges them to think about
how respectability informs activism and how it (should) manifest. In this
way, who gets to be leaders within activism and why, are questions we must
interrogate. In the next section, we share three stories from our own expe-
riences to further discuss and engage the concept of bridge leadership.

Story 1: Swinging in the Dark

As an administrator who served in an identity related center, I (TJ) noticed
there were always numerous opportunities for students to get involved in
the issues and causes they cared most about. Sometimes those opportuni-
ties for engagement were offered through structured learning, service, and
leadership activities through our office and other offices within the divi-
sion. Other times those opportunities were made by the students them-
selves, and they would organize and mobilize around issues that related
to their safety and well-being on our campus. I recall a specific moment
that connects deeply to the notion of bridge leadership, and serves as an
example of the type of support and direction practitioners can provide to
students.

One morning in April of 2012, someone made a discovery that the
words “Long Live Zimmerman” were spray painted on the exterior wall of
the Black Cultural Center on our campus. The violent message, left during
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the height of the case of Trayvon Martin, shocked our campus community
and our students, specifically.

Trayvon Martin was visiting his father in Sanford, Florida. In the rain,
he left a nearby convenience store and headed back to the home of his
father’s fiancé. During his walk he was spotted by George Zimmerman,
described as a white-Hispanic/mixed race, armed neighborhood watchman
(Fish, 2013). Zimmerman being suspicious of Trayvon, followed him. A
confrontation ensued and while the accounts of witnesses were varied, there
was a struggle which ultimately led to Trayvon being shot and killed. Zim-
merman ultimately invoked Florida’s Stand Your Ground law as part of his
defense (Fulton & Martin, 2017).

The message (Long Live Zimmerman) read as a declaration of support
of George Zimmerman and it was perceived as a violent affront to the com-
munity of Black people at our institution. The country was divided about
the incident and debates about racism, self-defense, and the innocence of
Trayvon were the topics of conversation. It was unclear at that time if proper
charges would be brought against Zimmerman and as a result, the energy on
our campus was electric. I could sense students were prepared to do good
work. In fact, on our campus they already had. The day before the spray
paint incident, they hosted an event titled “Hoodies and Headscarves” which
sought to bring the campus together to discuss how racism was affecting
their experiences on campus.

The Black Student Association had already planned to meet the evening
after the vandalism to discuss the reemergence of hate crimes and how they
might mobilize to address them. Several other student organizations, inde-
pendent students, and faculty joined them. As a result of that meeting, the
student body created three demands to present to university administrators
to address their concerns and to voice their outrage at the message that
had been painted. The following day, the students marched to the board
of trustees meeting for a silent protest and to share the demands they had
come up with. To ensure their concerns were heard, the students left the
meeting and gathered at the student union for a sit-in as they waited for
their first demand to be met: the release of a hate crime alert. That demand
was important to them because there had been previous issues with campus
crime alerts that repeatedly listed generic descriptions of Black men and as
such, created an uncomfortable environment for Black students. Their ratio-
nale was, since the university was so committed to keeping our community
notified of crime, they wanted the vandalism documented as a hate crime,
and the campus alerted.

Several hours after their sit-in had begun, university administrators
were finally able to get an infrastructure in place to release a hate crime alert.
The first hate crime alert was released with information about the vandalism
of the Black Cultural Center and included the Clery Act definition of a hate
crime. In addition, the university also announced that a task force would be
convened to gather information to learn more about the student demands
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and how they might meet them. The majority of students involved in the
demonstration were pleased with the outcomes and hopeful for what the
future might bring.

A few days later a handful of students approached me, concerned about
the events that had transpired. After speaking with them I learned that they
were not included in a meaningful way in the organizing and mobilizing
around the vandalism of the Black Cultural Center and the consequent
strategizing and response. In their view, they were not included or respected
within activist spaces as a result of their queer identities and other per-
sonal politics. I spoke with the students at length as we discussed their
experiences which all centered on their desire for more macro-level change
on campus and less focus on check-listed items. One student in particular
spoke passionately to tell me how frustrated she was that no one could see
that as for the first demand, the crime was in the vandalism of the building,
and not necessarily in the message. She went on to say, if someone had stood
on campus with a sign chanting “long live Zimmerman” there would have
been nothing the university could or would do. She wanted to know how
they could get people to understand the issue the way she had. I told her
I would help, because I am always happy that students are fighting for the
things that matter to them, but I never want them swinging in the dark.
They were budding bridge leaders.

Those passionate students spent the next several weeks planning
events and working with leaders of the more visible movement to mobi-
lize around their issues and concerns and to keep them motivated toward
creating a more inclusive campus. The first idea they had was to offer a
series of dialogue programs to address the subtle differences between their
perceived victory through the hate crime alert. They offered a dialogue that I
was asked to facilitate that helped students explore the differences between
free speech, hate speech, and a hate crime. I also challenged them to think
about the types of interventions that get at the root of campus culture and
climate, I asked them to consider what type of resources and work would
be required to achieve them.

These students were not considered formal leaders within that cam-
pus movement. However, they were still passionate about the work and
seeing it furthered in our community. They modeled the complexity of
holding multiple truths by critiquing the larger and more visible movement
and its leaders, while not tearing down their work. Through my support
and redirecting they were able to make a great impact which ultimately
led to annual large-scale campus programming efforts aimed at uncovering
and healing the campus climate, something they thought more important
than what had been promised by administrators. These leaders were not
part of the larger movement work, but they were tangential to it, mov-
ing in and out working as operatives between the grassroots community,
the formal leaders of the movement, and working with staff and admin-
istrators, like me. They were bridge leaders operating in the synapses to
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do the important but sometimes invisible work needed toward campus
change.

Story 2: Being Good Neighbors

During the Spring 2018 semester, I (Stephen) cotaught an intergroup dia-
logue in higher education course for master’s students in the Student Affairs
in Higher Education Program at Miami University. The purpose of this class
was for students to develop their facilitation skills in order to engage peo-
ple in structured dialogues about privilege, power, and oppression. I also
wanted students to apply these skills to a problem happening on campus
and/or the local Oxford, Ohio community. Out of this desire, I decided to
create an assignment where students in the class worked with undergrad-
uate students at Miami and local Oxford residents to address a persistent
problem—noise issues, partying, and littering within the one-mile square
in Oxford where residents live as do undergraduate students in fraternity
houses.

The Good Neighbor Policy was created as a way to reduce the negative
impact of off-campus house parties. When students violate the policy on
the first two occurrences, they meet with staff in the Division of Student
Affairs to discuss their actions and consider the impact of them on those
in the surrounding community. One missing link has been the extent to
which undergraduate students understand the impact of their actions on
Oxford residents. As a result, I invited students in my intergroup dialogue
class to facilitate (in pairs) a dialogue between undergraduate students who
have violated the policy and Oxford residents. The goal was for graduate
students in the class to use their burgeoning dialogue facilitation skills to
engage undergraduate students and residents in understanding their unique
needs.

At the conclusion of the dialogue, a number of the undergraduate stu-
dents indicated that they had never considered the impact of their actions,
how their white male privilege played a role in their lack of awareness, and
that it was the first time they had engaged in dialogue with Oxford residents.
The Oxford residents also appreciated the opportunity to share their per-
spectives, listen to the students, and work to develop new understanding.

The master’s students in my class acted as bridge leaders in their facil-
itation. What I most appreciated about their actions was that they were not
traditional notions of activism. Because they did not hold formal author-
ity or power in their capacities as students in the class, they were able to
bridge multiple roles (student, facilitator, negotiator, listener, convener) in
an effort to foster understanding between the two parties. Their work was
both overt and behind-the-scenes. Following the dialogue, they shared their
insights with the creators and sustainers of the policy, furthering their bridge
leadership. Several students in the class also hold minoritized identities,
and they commented on the power and ownership they felt in being able
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to share their expertise with people holding formal power (e.g., the dean
of students) and being heard by them. As bridge leaders, they were more
bound to the desires of their constituencies (i.e., undergraduate students
and Oxford residents) and not the Division of Student Affairs leaders. This
enabled them to use more nontraditional approaches, like dialogue, to facil-
itate change on campus and within the Oxford community.

Story 3: Hijacked

The University of Missouri experienced significant campus demonstrations
related to a hostile racial climate on their campus that faculty and adminis-
trators did not address for too long. The work on their campus included fac-
ulty support and advocacy of students, the threat of a football strike, and a
hunger strike by graduate student Jonathan Butler that had significant phys-
ical consequence on his health (Landsbaum & Weber, 2015; Miller, 2015).
Tensions were extremely high on campus and as a result of their movement,
students on other campuses across the country began to demonstrate as a
show of solidarity and to hold their institutions accountable, including my
(TJ) own.

Student organizers planned a speak-out in the center of our campus to
rally support for Mizzou students and to create space to highlight the ways
they were also experiencing racism on our campus. Students shared their
experiences from the classroom, the residence halls, and simply walking
down the street on campus and how they were subjected to negative expe-
riences related to their racial identities. At the conclusion of the speak-out,
students marched down the main street that serves as the border between
the campus and city community, where they ended the march once again,
at the student union. Once there, students read poems, and orated speeches
that recounted their commitment to holding the university community
accountable for the ways it perpetuated and maintained a culture of racism.

One of the organizers spoke about the student activist movements on
campus a few years earlier, related to the vandalism of the Black Cultural
Center. They spoke about the power they each held to make a difference on
campus, a power they wanted to harness once again to make the administra-
tion of the institution pay attention and respond in material ways to their
issues and concerns. At that moment, they instructed nearly 500 student
supporters to sit down on the floor and refuse to move until administrators
heard their demands.

Students did not advertise the sit-in as part of the activities that day, nei-
ther did they discuss the demands with the nearly 500 students who decided
to participate with the sit-in. Their decision not to share that information
was likely due to their desire to disallow the administration to anticipate
their demonstration, and as such, avoid administrators shutting down their
efforts. However, their actions as “formal” leaders to the march and speak
out were in direct opposition to the wishes of the nearly 500 people in
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attendance. Their decision to host an unannounced sit-in and put forward
demands that had not been shared or agreed upon with other supporters
signaled a lack of holistic and inclusive activist praxis, including being
transparent with one’s constituents. They hijacked their own movement.

Faculty, staff, and administrators had been present all day as a form
of support, and as such, connected with the leaders of the demonstration
almost immediately. Over the next several hours, organizers of the earlier
speak-out and march held conversations with administrators about their
demands. Organizers also used social media to share videos, photos, and
updates of what was happening as a way to publicly hold university admin-
istrators accountable.

At nearly 2:00 a.m., discussions were still taking place and what started
as a group of nearly 500 students had dwindled to roughly 20–30. Around
that time, student affairs administrators received contact by other invested
students about the events that had taken place. Some students were con-
cerned that the leaders of the speak-out and march were speaking for the
larger community of Black students without having actually discussed those
concerns with them. Some of those students were part of formal student
organizations, and some were simply students who had an investment in
the community. In either case, they believed those designated leaders did
not speak for them, their experiences, or their wishes for campus.

I spent some time with some of these students to hear their concerns
and encouraged them to engage with the seemingly formal leaders to share
their opinions and to determine how they might work together. It seemed
the students who voiced concerns about the surprise actions of formal
movement leaders had a better hold on the pulse of the community and
its constituents. They knew what would have been of interest to the nearly
500 students present. These were bridge leaders because they were more
closely bound to the wishes and desires of the group and because they were
not formal leaders of the events that brought everyone together. After some
time, and getting nowhere, one of these students asked to speak with univer-
sity administrators directly to share their concerns. I worked to support that
student to get the time and space to speak to all of us. Several administrators
present were hesitant initially because they could not understand how this
student, who had not participated in conversations all day, wanted to speak
with them about the evening’s activities. I assured them he had something
critical to say to us, if we would only listen. They agreed, and he told us how
disappointed he was with how the events transpired. His intention was not
to let the university off the proverbial hook, but rather, ensure that when
they took us to task, it would be in a way that spoke to the views of the
community in a more meaningful, holistic, and accurate ways.

After that student departed, he and other students, some of whom
were affiliated with organizations, launched their own campaign on social
media questioning the organizers of those events and asking why they had
not included other organizations and students. They went further to ask
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why they represented their concerns as community concerns as opposed
to their own personal desires for the movement. They asked them why
they hijacked the support students gave them for a march and speak-out
to spring a surprise sit-in with demands that were not shared with anyone
besides their own group.

These students were not simply being adversarial; rather, they were
creating space for other voices, types of leadership, and thoughtfulness in
their campus movements. In keeping with bridge leadership, these stu-
dents seemed to be more closely bound to the wishes and the desires of
the constituents, and in their view, held accountable the formal leaders of
those events. What developed in the coming weeks was an opportunity for
all of various individuals and groups to discuss together an agenda and
path forward—a path that was inclusive, thoughtful, and considerate of
the voices of many.Moments like these are not possible if leadership edu-
cators only think to observe, understand, or engage activist leadership by
the student/person always on the bullhorn, on the loudspeaker, or at the
microphone.

Implications for Practice

Our three stories illustrate the significance of bridge leaders. These activists
fill in the gaps, work behind the scenes, and are out in front when neces-
sary. Because they are tied to the people for whom they are advocating and
not the institution, they can freely move, engage, and disrupt in ways that
sometimes formal leaders are unable to do. Consequently, their realities as
bridge leaders also mean they run the risk of being ignored or erased inside
and outside of the movement.

One important implication from our writing in this chapter is that lead-
ership educators need to look beyond “traditional” leadership as avenues
for student engagement. Previous models of leadership often place the peo-
ple in positional roles as leaders. Even though many have moved beyond
positional leadership to seeing leadership as a process and tied to one’s
identities (Kezar, Carducci, & Contreras-McGavin, 2006; Komives, Owen,
Longerbeam, Mainella, & Osteen, 2005; Komives, Wagner, & Associates,
2009; Rost, 1993), professionals still publicly praise and reward leadership
opportunities that are seen as safer for the institution, or who seems to be
the loudest, or with the greatest mass of people. Activism that is bolder
and more disruptive, as well as the students who lead that work, is just as
important as the students who serve in support roles, move in and out of
movements, and hold nonpositional leadership roles. It is no coincidence
that these activists hold minoritized identities, and thus, are fighting for
their livelihood. Reframing who educators see as a leader and thus, valuable,
needs to change.

Another important implication from these narratives is that educators
must be acutely aware of the ways that power and dominance might be
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reproduced in activist leadership spaces. In two of the stories shared above,
students were excluded from formal leadership of campus movements.
They perceived that exclusion was due to certain social identities (i.e.,
LGBT), other campus statuses (nonaffiliated with a campus student orga-
nization) they held, and their way of being that rejected how respectability
politics shows up in academic/campus spaces. Similarly to Robnett’s (1997)
conceptualization of Bridge Leadership, educators must ensure they spend
adequate energy to interrogate who and what might be missing from any
given activist demonstration or leadership moment. Often, administrators
are tasked to address the students or demonstrations that garner the most
attention at any given moment; however, they must include an examina-
tion of who bridge leaders are, who often are working in the background.
Administrators must push beyond the proverbial “squeaky wheel” adage
when deciding who or what deserves their time, attention, and resources.
In some cases, the non-“squeaky wheel” may have better understanding of
the issues, and in other cases, they may have been the leaders of campus
movements before they found momentum.

Administrators can support bridge leadership in a few different ways;
first, it is important to take a critical examination of what is happening in
any given activism movement or moment. Who is present? Who is miss-
ing? Why might that be? Considering these questions as a start will help
uncover a deeper meaning about what is happening on campus and allow
them to consider where to focus their support and attention. The second
thing administrators can do, particularly those who work in identity-based
centers (multicultural affairs, women’s centers, LGBT centers) is to engage
students during their planning and imagining processes. To achieve this
will involve some level of trust as students may be hesitant to invite admin-
istrators into their spaces, given administrators can sometimes be consid-
ered agents to an institution. If welcomed into their space, one might be
able to suggest opportunities for those who do not desire formal roles or
help connect students looking for community within a movement or to
movement leaders and cultivators. Additionally, administrators can sup-
port bridge leadership by identifying non-“squeaky wheels” or students and
groups that might want or need advocacy but perhaps lack the support of a
larger following or movement, and suggest ways they can begin to advocate
for themselves that produce material outcomes.

Finally, administrators can step in to support students as bridge leaders
themselves. Given that many educators must balance supporting student
activism and serving in their role as a representative of their institution,
finding ways and opportunities to serve in support capacities is important.
There are various institutional contexts, some of which are unfavorable to
educators supporting student activist and student movements. There may
be covert ways to help students, from offering space for them to meet, to
helping them navigate complex university protocols and policies, to provid-
ing resources where and when available. In many cases, it may be unlikely
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that administrators will ever be able to show their support by being on the
microphone or at the bullhorn, but there are several ways to stand in the
gap.

Conclusion

In this chapter, we provided possibilities for rethinking traditional lead-
ership among student activists through the concept of bridge leadership.
Bridge leadership enables educators to understand the unique ways that
students with minoritized identities might see themselves as leaders and
how they engage in activism. Traditional notions of student activism often
do not account for leadership that operates behind-the-scenes or in ways
that might not seem as bold or public. Bridge leaders alternatively work to
respond to their constituency’s needs by using more nontraditional, non-
hierarchical approaches. Leadership educators can learn from these bridge
leaders, as they work to foster change on their campuses and in the world.
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